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 To drop a chip, click on a column on the board or click and drag your chip into

 a column.
 On your turn, look around the board to see if you spot any groups of three disc

s in any direction.
 If you can&#39;t immediately block the space, or if the winning space is on the

 second row, be careful not to drop your piece below that winning spot.
 Because of this, the player who controls the center column has many more possib

le ways to connect 4 pieces.
 It&#39;s a good idea to set up as many pieces as you can in the center early on

 in the game and build your lines around that.
 Watch their moves closely with every turn to determine your best move.
 This will quickly prevent them from setting up a winning row.
 4 In A Row is very much a strategic game.
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 In this instance, it might be worth checking the correct score market with othe

r bookmakers to see if you can get better odds.
 Goals scored by both teams are decide whether the bet is a winner or not.
 Obviously they will vary depending on the teams involved.
So if it&#39;s Real Madrid at home to Real Betis, the odds will be fairly differ

ent as a goal is far more certain in this match.
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